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Abstract

Decorating emulsion droplets by particles stabilizes foodstuff and pharmaceuticals. Inter-

facial particles also influence aerosol formation, thus impacting atmospheric CO2 exchange.

While studies of particles at disordered droplet interfaces abound in the literature, such stud-

ies for ubiquitous ordered interfaces are not available. Here we report such an experimen-

tal study, showing that particles residing at crystalline interfaces of liquid droplets sponta-

neously self-position to specific surface locations, identified as structural topological defects

in the crystalline surface monolayer. This monolayer forms at temperature T = Ts, leaving the

droplet liquid, and driving at Td < Ts a spontaneous shape-change transition of the droplet from

spherical to icosahedral. The particle’s surface position remains unchanged in the transition

demonstrating these positions to coincide with the vertices of the sphere-inscribed icosahe-

dron. On further cooling, droplet shape-changes to other polyhedra occur, with the particles

remaining invariably at the polyhedra’s vertices. At still lower temperatures the particles are

spontaneously expelled from the droplets. Our results probe the molecular-scale elasticity of

quasi-two-dimensional curved crystals, impacting also other fields, such as protein positioning

on cell membranes, controlling essential biological functions. Using ligand-decorated parti-

cles, and the precise temperature-tunable surface position control found here, may also allow

using these droplets for directed supra-droplets self-assembly into larger structures, with a

possible post-assembly structure-fixation by UV-polymerization of the droplet’s liquid.

Introduction

Micron-size colloidal particles (CPs hereafter), residing at a liquid surface1, play a central role in

microrheology2, encapsulation, compartmentalization of synthesis processes, catalysis and emul-

sification.3,4 Surface-residing CPs are also a very simple physical model, reproducing the most

fundamental aspects of protein diffusion on a membrane. They are also claimed to mimic a broad

range of collective phenomena, ranging from self-assembly of virus capsids and self-organization

of magnetic flux vortices in superconductors5 to Jeans’s gravitational instability in astrophysics.6,7
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The remarkable recent progress in the fields above was achieved in studies addressing ordered5,8–10

and disordered1,2,6,11,12 micron-sized CPs residing at structureless and disordered liquid interfaces

only. However, many liquid interfaces exhibit some degree of ordering on a molecular scale.13–15

In some cases, a disordered liquid bulk coexists, over an extended temperature range, with a crys-

talline surface monolayer of the same molecules, or a mixed surfactant-alkane Langmuir-Gibbs

monolayer.16–18 CPs embedded in such a planar surface monolayer are essentially immobilized.19

However, if the crystalline monolayer resides at the surface of a droplet, the spherical topology5,9

necessarily dictates the presence of a large number of structural defects within the monolayer20,

which should allow a higher mobility, for a single or a few CPs residing at the surface. Thus, fun-

damentally new dynamics are expected21–24 to take place for CPs bound at such curved crystalline

interfaces. Yet, to our knowledge, no studies of the dynamics of solid particles residing at curved

crystalline monolayers are available in the literature.

Here we present such an experimental study of the dynamics of CPs, self-positioned at the

curved, ∼ 2 nm-thick, crystalline interfacial monolayer of water-suspended liquid oil droplets.

Using optical microscopy we demonstrate that the dynamics of these CPs is dominated by the

presence of topological defects in the crystalline surface monolayer, over a wide temperature in-

terval below Ts, where the crystalline surface monolayer forms. Furthermore, the droplets studied

here were shown to undergo a spontaneous shape transformation20,25 where at some Td < Ts the

crystalline surface monolayer reshapes the spherical droplet’s surface into a polyhedron with pla-

nar facets and vertices (leaving however the droplet’s bulk liquid). Here we show that the CPs

self-position at these vertices, the aggregation sites of the topological defects of the crystalline

surface monolayer.26 Finally, at a still-lower TSE < Td , where the droplets spontaneously emulsify

by splitting and by growing long protrusions20, the CPs are expelled from the droplet and remain

supported against gravity on the network of the nano-scale protrusions. We demonstrate the CPs’

self-positioning and expulsion to be driven by the elastic energy and the thermodynamics of the

crystalline monolayer, covering the surface of these droplets.

The observed dynamics of CPs in curved two-dimensional (2D) crystals opens the route to-
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wards new strategies in self assembly. Ligand-coated CPs, self-positioned at precise locations

on the surface of a liquid droplet, allow in principle particle-directed droplets’ self-assembly into

complex pre-designed clusters, akin to the valence-electron-directed conventional self-assembly of

a molecule from its atom constituents. Larger structures, such as promising metamaterials21, may

be formed as well. Once the relevant structure is formed, the droplets may either be solidified27

or kept liquid. While the present study is just a first step, and much developmental work is still

needed, we envision that the ability to dynamically control by temperature-tuning the shape of the

droplets, and the presence, properties and location of their surface ligands, could open broad vistas

for applications in various fields ranging from directed self-assembly of micromechanical systems

(MEMS)28 to targeted delivery and controlled release of medication within the human body.29–31

Background

To better understand our present results on CP-carrying droplets we first recap recent results20,25,26

on the temperature evolution of carrier droplets without CPs. These emulsion droplets are water-

dispersed n-hexadecane droplets (denoted C16) stabilized against coalescence by a cationic sur-

factant, C18TAB (see Experimental section), having a C18 alkyl tail and a bulky headgroup. The

geometry of these molecules promotes their co-crystallization at the droplet’s interface.18,20,26 In

particular, at temperatures & 26◦C the droplet’s outermost ∼ 2 nm-thick monolayer consists of a

liquid mixture of C16 and C18TAB molecules, known at planar interfaces as a Langmuir-Gibbs

film.17,18 The droplet’s interfacial tension γ ≈ 6 mN/m dominates the droplet’s shape keeping it

spherical. Cooling to Ts ∼ 26◦C, the surface monolayer freezes, forming a hexagonally-packed

crystalline monolayer. Further cooling drives the droplets through two consecutive shape trans-

formations: at Td < Ts spherical droplets facet into icosahedra, and still lower, at TSE < Td , the

icosahedra turn into polygonal platelets, which grow elongated protrusions and split into smaller

droplets. This sequence is schematically depicted in Figure 1(a). The mechanism of these transfor-

mations was lately subject of a significant controversy.20,25,32,33 However, recent evidence26,27,34

confirms that the transformations are driven by the freezing, at Ts ≈ 26◦C, of the liquid surface
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monolayer into a hexagonally-ordered crystalline monolayer18, which coexists, unchanged, with

the droplet’s liquid C16 bulk down to the equilibrium bulk’s freezing temperature Tf ∼ 18◦C. This

effect is known as "interfacial freezing". This effect is different from, and unrelated to, the sur-

factant multilayers known to adsorb at some specific conditions to the liquid/air surface of dif-

ferent types of surfactant solutions.35 The interfacial freezing results in a linear decrease in the

droplet’s interfacial tension γ with decreasing temperature from ∼ 6 mN/m above Ts to ∼ 0 mN/m

at TSE .18,20 Thus, although γ is reduced upon cooling below Ts, it is still sufficiently high to dom-

inate the droplet’s shape and keep it spherical. At some Td < Ts, however, γ becomes sufficiently

low for the elasticity of the crystalline surface monolayer to start dominating the droplet’s shape,

and a sphere-to-icosahedron shape transition occurs(see Figure 1(a)).

This shape transition occurs because the hexagonal crystalline order of the surface-frozen

monolayer is incompatible with a closed, curved surface, such as a spherical droplet’s. By Eu-

ler’s topological theorem8,9, for a hexagonal lattice to perfectly cover such a surface it must have

at least 12 defects, i.e. lattice sites with 5, rather than 6, neighbours, as in a soccer ball, where 12

pentagons must be included in the hexagon-tiled outer skin20. These structural defects are known

as disclinations, and said to bear a topological charge +1 (6-5=1). Thus, the total topological charge

of an hexagonally-ordered crystal covering a closed surface is exactly +12. The elastic energy of

a disclination is reduced upon reducing its radius of curvature. Thus, the monolayer buckles spon-

taneously at Td outwards from the spherical interface at the disclination points to reduce the local

radius of curvature, thus forming the 12 vertices of an icosahedron. The elastic energy is further

reduced by the formation of sharp ridges connecting each pair of vertices.20,36

The 12 topology-dictated disclinations are believed to be also at the heart of shape formation

in large viruses, bacteriophages, certain radiolaria, and other chemical and biological objects of

an icosahedral shape.36–38 However, only in the droplets studied here, where the exchange of oil

molecules between the interfacial crystal and the droplet’s liquid bulk is possible, do the grand-

canonical ensemble conditions apply. As a result, the transition sensitively depends on γ , enabling

an accurate, and reversible, control of the droplet’s shape by tuning its temperature.
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The icosahedron-shaped droplets exist over a narrow temperature range only. On cooling be-

low Td , γ fast reaches zero at TSE , and may even become transiently negative. Since γ is the excess

surface free energy per unit area, increasing the surface area for γ < 0 reduces the system’s to-

tal free energy. Thus, the icosahedra deform into higher-surface-area shapes, forming hexagonal,

triangular, and parallelogram-shaped platelets of finite thickness.27 Some of these shapes exhibit

tail-like protrusions, continuously elongating and thinning in this transient regime, to gain surface

area. Protrusion formation is quite uncommon for liquid droplets in general. Also, spontaneous

droplet splitting events are observed, recently hypothesized to have played a role in division of pro-

tocells at the origin of life.39 Finally, the continuously-created surface area increasingly depletes

the surfactant’s bulk concentration, eventually bringing γ up to zero, at which point the elongation

and thinning of droplets and their tails stops.

While the study presented here focuses on a particular model system of C16:C18TAB, many

other oil:surfactant combinations have been recently demonstrated to exhibit similar self-faceting

phenomena.27,40 In some cases, far wider self-faceting temperature ranges have been observed.

However, since the present work aims at understanding the fundamental physics of these transi-

tions, we mainly focus on (arguably) the simplest and the best-studied of the many chemically-

allowed oil:surfactant combinations.

In the following sections we show how the droplet’s temperature evolution above, and in par-

ticular that of the surface-frozen monolayer, impacts the present observations of the dynamics

and positioning of CPs within the droplets, and, at the same time, how these observations further

support the facetting and spontaneous emulsification mechanism discussed.

Experimental

To allow focussing on the results, we present here only a brief account of some experimental and

computational details. Further details are given in Supplementary Information (SI, Experimental

Details).
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Samples & Preparation

Three different surfactants, [C18TAB (cationic), SHS (anionic) and Brij-93 (non-ionic)] and two

oils, (hexadecane and tetradecane), were used in the experiments. C18TAB (trimethyloctadecylam-

monium bromide, CH3(CH2)17N(CH3)3Br, Aldrich, ≥ 99 % and ≥ 98 % pure) was recrystallized

1-3 times from a methanol - acetone solution. C16 alkane (hexadecane, CH3(CH2)14CH3, Aldrich,

99 % pure) and C14 alkane (tetradecane, CH3(CH2)12CH3, Aldrich, ≤ 99 %) were percolated 2-3

times through fresh activated basic alumina columns to remove polar components. Millipore Ultra-

pure 18.2 MΩ·cm water was used throughout. The hydrophobic PMMA (polymethymethacrylate,

stabilized by polyhydroxystearic acid; fluorescently-labeled by DiIC18)41–44 and the hydrophobic

SicastarT M silica (trimethylsilyl coated) CPs used were spherical and fluorescently-labeled, of di-

ameters ∼ 2.4 µm (PMMA) and 1.5 and 5− 7 µm (silica). Nanoparticles (trimethylsilyl coated

silica, SicastarT M), 250 nm in radius, have been employed as well. To test the sensitivity of the ob-

served phenomena to drastic contact angle variations, we also employed hydrophilic NH2-coated

polystyrene particles (fluorescent MicromerT M, 1.25 µm in radius). Remarkably, no qualitative

difference in the behaviour was observed for these very different CP types and sizes. The similar

behaviour, in spite of the obviously very different contact angles and contact line pinning proper-

ties indicates that these properties do not affect significantly the behaviour reported in this study.

The hydrophobic CPs were washed several times with alumina-percolated C16 before use. Brij R©-

93 (Sigma-Aldrich) and SHS (sodium hexadecyl sulfate, CH3(CH2)15OSO3Na, Acros Organics,

99%) were used as received.

For C16:C18TAB emulsion preparation, a 0.5 mM to 1 mM water solution of C18TAB was

stirred for ∼30 minutes at 50◦C, ensuring a complete dissolution of the surfactant. Next, 0.8-

2% of a dilute suspension of hydrophobic CPs in C16 was added to the surfactant solution and

mixed for 2 min, to form an emulsion. The same preparation protocol was also employed for the

C16:SHS, C14:SHS, and C16:Brij-93 emulsions; see surfactant concentrations in the SI. The CPs,

contained inside the emulsion droplets, settle by gravity to the bottom of the droplets, embedding

into the interface. Where hydrophilic CPs were to be loaded onto the surface of the droplets,
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we simply added them to the aqueous medium. A fraction of these particles then spontaneously

adsorbed to the droplets’ surfaces. Samples were contained in 0.1×2×50 mm3 rectangular sealed

glass capillaries, residing in a copper capillary holder, the temperature of which was controlled to

0.01 ◦C.

For further details of the sample preparation, microscopy, CP-tracking, and analysis see SI

(Experimental Details).

Simulations

For droplet interface elastic energy calculations, we describe the interface by a set of 2562 trian-

gulation vertices, employing the Surface Evolver software.45 The edges are Hookean springs, with

the stretching energy given by36 Es = (ε/2)∑〈i j〉 (|ri − r j|− ã)2, where ε =
√

3Y/2, Y is the 2D

Young modulus, ã is the unstrained edge’s length, and the summation is carried out over all nearest-

neighbor vertices. The bending energy is36 Ed = (κ̃/2)∑〈IJ〉 (n̂I − n̂J)
2, where κ̃ = 2κ/

√
3, κ is

the bending modulus, and the summation is over all nearest-neighbor plaquettes of the triangu-

lated surface, with unit normals n̂I . The bulk volume of the droplet was kept constant, and the

dimensionless Föppl-von Kàrmàn number, ΓvK = Y R2
d/κ , was set to ΓvK = 103, consistent with

our previous estimates.20 Note, in this range of very large ΓvK the results are not sensitive to its

exact value. The equilibrium shape of the interface is found by energy minimization45. To estimate

the elastic energy gain upon surface adsorption of a CP, we sum the total (bending and stretching)

elastic energy associated with the lattice sites enclosed by the CP’s three-phase contact line. This

energy is, in general, dependent upon the position of the particle’s center, as demonstrated in the

following by surface energy maps. We note that the present calculation yields only the elastic en-

ergy, neglecting any possible entropic and wetting contributions. However, for the experimentally-

relevant droplet/CP size ratio, the entropic contributions are expected to be negligible. Also, the

fact that particles with completely different interfacial properties exhibit, in our experiments, the

same behavior, indicates that the wetting contributions do not play here a significant role.
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Results

Main Observations

As a control case for our studies of CP behavior on curved crystals, we first examine the behavior

of a single CP inside a droplet at T > Ts, where the surface is liquid. In this regime, the particle

resides at the bottom of the droplet, as indicated by its position in the center of the droplet’s top

view in Figure 1(b). Thus, the position of the CP is determined by the gravity, with the CP

thermally fluctuating about the droplet’s bottom, as demonstrated in Supplementary Movie 1.

This behavior changes drastically upon cooling to T < Ts, where the interfacial monolayer

is crystalline. As seen in Figure 1(c) and Supplementary Movies 2-3, the CP does not reside at

the center of the droplet’s top view any more, but is rather shifted away from the center. The

new position indicates that the CP is not at the bottom of its gravitational potential well, but rather

climbs up on the droplet’s spherical interface orders of magnitude higher than achievable by simple

thermal agitation.

On further cooling, at T = Td , where γ becomes vanishingly small, and the elasticity of the

crystalline surface monolayer drives a sphere-to-icosahedron droplet shape transition (Figure 1(a)),

the CP remains at the position it occupied above Td . This position is now strikingly revealed to be

a vertex of the newly-formed icosahedron (Figure 2(a); Supplementary Movie 4). When multiple

CPs reside within a droplet, each occupies a different vertex of the faceted droplet, potentially

allowing up to 12 CPs to decorate the vertices of an icosahedron (Figure 2(b)).

Further reduction of the temperature, to TSE , transforms the icosahedra into platelet-like poly-

hedra with fewer vertices. Notably, during a rapid vertex-merging event, a CP may occasionally be

pushed away from its vertex. However, it would return to one of the vertices within just a couple

of minutes and stay there thereafter. A few examples of such single-CP-decorated platelet-shaped

droplets are shown in Figure 2(c-e). Finally, at T ≤ TSE we observe catastrophic effects where the

flattened droplets exude long, wiry tails, split, and violently expel the CP, all of which destroy the

original droplet, dividing up its original oil contents into smaller, independent, entities.
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Figure 1: Experimental geometry and optical microscopy images of a CP residing at a droplet’s
surface. (a) Temperature sequence of the various transitions in the phase and shape of the droplet
(yellow), and in the dynamics and position of the particle (brown), numbered in the order they oc-
cur upon cooling. See temperature values in Table 1 (SI). (b-c, Top) An oil droplet, suspended in an
aqueous surfactant solution (light blue). CPs reside at the droplet’s surface. (b-c, Bottom) Droplet
micrographs (imaged from below). The CP is marked by arrows. The droplet’s center-of-mass
Cartesian (b) and cylindrical (c) coordinate systems are shown. (b) When the droplet’s interface
is liquid (T > Ts), the CP resides at the droplet’s bottom. (c) When the interface is crystalline
(T < Ts), the particle climbs up and self-locates onto one of the 12 topology-dictated disclinations.
The imaging plane is marked by a dash-dotted line in (c); note also the minute buoyancy-induced
flattening of the droplet’s top in this cartoon. Scale bars are 5 µm. The temperature values are
provided in the SI (Table 2). (d) A balanced pair of disclinations, (lattice sites with coordination
numbers smaller (red) and larger (blue) than 6) forming a dislocation, is encircled by dashes, near
an unbalanced disclination (red).
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To confirm the generality of the observed phenomena, we repeated the experiments with a

wide range of particle sizes, of radii varying by more than an order of magnitude, from 250 nm

to 3.5 µm. We have also experimentally confirmed that similar effects take place for both the

hydrophobic (Supplementary Movies 1-4) and the hydrophilic (Supplementary Movie 5) colloids,

demonstrating no significant dependence on either the contact angle of the liquid with the particle

or the specific surface chemistry. Since the contact line pinning effects are, in general, sensitive to

the chemistry and the roughness of the surface2, the role of these effects in the observed phenomena

is insignificant.

To clarify the mechanism of the discovered phenomena, we probed the droplet’s interface by

following the dynamics of an individual particle residing at the interface. Remarkably, while the

interfacial freezing dramatically slows down the thermal motion of the particles at T < Ts, the

motion is not completely arrested. This behavior contrasts with the complete arrest of particles

residing at a planar interface, at T < Ts (see Section 2 in the SI). The higher mobility of particles

embedded in a curved crystalline monolayer suggests that this crystal is less perfectly ordered than

a planar one. Indeed, in addition to the 12 disclinations of topological charge +1, dictated for a

curved crystal by Euler’s theorem8,9, such crystals also typically develop additional lattice defects

to alleviate the stress imposed by the curvature.9 These additional defects appear in pairs: a five-

coordinated lattice site is accompanied by a seven-coordinated one, i.e. a −1-charge disclination,

balancing the pair (Figure 1(d)). Such a pair, called a ‘dislocation’, carries no net topological

charge, so that the total topological charge for an hexagonally-packed crystal wrapping a closed

surface remains exactly 12. While planar interfacial crystalline monolayers exhibit mm-size single-

crystal domains16, spherical crystalline monolayers possess high defect concentrations, even in

their ground state. We suggest that these higher defect concentrations are responsible for the

higher particle mobilities at T < Ts.

Furthermore, we suggest that the topological defects are also responsible for the CPs’ self-

positioning. In particular, owing to the topological defects, the lattice stress distribution in spher-

ical crystals breaks the rotational symmetry: the in-plane stress peaks at each of the 12 unbal-
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Figure 2: CPs’ self-positioning at the vertices of the faceted liquid oil droplets. Note the generality
of the effect for CP radii ranging from 0.25 µm (inset to (c)) to 3.5 µm (a). (a) An individual CP
sitting at the vertex of an icosahedron-shape liquid droplet (TSE < T < Td) is marked by yellow
arrows. The positions of the 3 bottom vertices of the icosahedron are roughly half-way between the
bright white spots, corresponding to the topmost vertices. (b) Three fluorescent CPs, spontaneously
adopting the 3 bottom vertex locations of an icosahedron, are marked by arrows. One of the CPs
has a shape of a dumbbell, formed by an irreversible adhesion of two colloidal spheres. Here the
diameter of the CPs is σ ≈ 1.5 µm); the droplet’s diameter is 19.4 µm. (c) A CP spontaneously
attached to one of the vertices of a platelet-like faceted droplet at T . TSE . The inset shows a much
smaller particle (marked by an arrow), only 250 nm in radius, spontaneously self-positioned onto
one of the vertices of an icosahedral droplet. Even smaller particles may be exhibiting the same
phenomena as well; yet, the imaging of such small particles on non-fluorescent droplets is highly
challenging. (d-e) CPs self-positioned at vertices of complex-shape droplets at T . TSE . All scale
bars are 10 µm. The temperature values are provided in the SI (Table 2).
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Figure 3: The elastic energy gain (see color map) on piercing the interfacial crystalline monolayer
of a Rd-radius droplet by an adsorption of a colloidal particle. The contact line of the piercing
particle is assumed to be an ideal circle of radius ac. The ac/Rd ratio was chosen as either 0.08 ((a)
and (c)) or 0.5 ((b) and (d)), within our present experimental range. The energy values in the color
map labels were divided by (

√
3/2000)YR2

d , to render values non-dimensional. Y is the 2D Young
modulus. Note the significantly larger energy gain at the 12 disclination locations, with the droplet
adopting either a spherical (Td < T < Ts, (a)-(b)) or an icosahedral (TSE < T < Td , (c)-(d)) shape.
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anced disclinations.46 Thus, the energy gain on piercing the interfacially-frozen monolayer by a

CP and thus eliminating some high-extensional-energy surface area, strongly depends on the point

of piercing. The energy gain is higher when the center of the CP coincides with the disclination

core, as shown in the calculated elastic energy gain in Figure 3(a-b). With the Y value previ-

ously20 estimated as 6× 10−4 < Y < 0.04 N/m, the calculated elastic attraction energies of our

particles towards the disclinations are above 104 kBT , far exceeding their (buoyancy-subtracted)

gravitational energy and any entropy-driven position randomization, being only a few kBT effect.

Consequently, upon formation of the crystalline monolayer (and hence the disclinations) at T = Ts,

the CPs are strongly attracted to the disclinations. Defying gravity they climb up on the droplet’s

surface and self-position at a disclination to reduce the system’s elastic energy, as observed in

Figure 1(c). A similar particle attraction to disclination cores in three-dimensional liquid crystals

was demonstrated to drive self-assembly of colloidal structures.47,48 Also, particle attraction to

defects in thick49 nematic shells50 and nematic-defect-controlled phase-separation in molecular

monolayers51 have been studied. Yet, no particle-defect attractions have been studied for curved

crystals, and particularly for the two-dimensional ones. Note that our present calculations (Fig-

ure 3) account only for the elastic energy of particle positioning on the surface and do not provide

any dynamical information. More advanced simulations, potentially allowing to reproduce the full

dynamics of our particles’ en-route to the disclinations, are clearly indicated.

In this T < Ts regime, where the droplet’s surface is covered by a two-dimensional crystal, the

particle trajectory (shown in Figure 4(b)) is much more extended in length than the compact well-

centered trajectories at T >Ts (Figure 4(a)). Remarkably, the particle spends longer times at certain

locations, then rapidly moves to a new place, as seen in the stair-like time-dependence of its Carte-

sian x-coordinate (Figure 4(e)). We propose that each x(t)-plateau in this plot corresponds to the

particle being transiently trapped at a specific disclination. For comparison we show in Figure 4(d)

the corresponding x(t) at T > Ts, where the interfacial layer is liquid: only random fluctuations are

observed around x = 0, the position of the droplet’s bottom (see also Supplementary Movies 1 and

2).
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Surprisingly, at a slightly lower temperature Tc < Ts, but still above the faceting transition

temperature (see Figure 1(a)), the trajectory changes again and becomes compact, as for T >

Ts. However, the CP is now even more strongly shifted away from the bottom of the droplet

(Figure 4(c); Supplementary Movie 3). Moreover, the CP’s motion is now almost completely

arrested (SI, Section 2). The sudden arrest of the CP’s mobility suggests that it is now fixed at

one of the disclinations. To verify this assumption, note that same-sign topological charges repel

each other, as do electrostatic charges, with the repulsion being mediated by the stresses in the 2D

crystalline lattice. Thus, in a crystalline monolayer wrapping a sphere, the unbalanced disclinations

should be located at the vertices of an inscribed icosahedron, since these positions maximize their

distances from each other (see Figure S2 in the SI). On cooling below Ts, the interfacial tension

reduces dramatically, so that the top of the droplet is slightly flattened by buoyancy against the

top wall of the capillary (Figure 1(c)).26 This effect, used in our previous work to quantitatively

estimate the value of γ in situ for much larger droplets26, does not allow the droplet to rotate while

the colloidal particle climbs up on its wall. Moreover, the flattening at the droplet’s top slightly

reduces the local radius of curvature next to the flattened region. Such higher-curvature regions

are known to attract the disclinations46; thus, the total energy of the 12 canonical disclinations is

reduced if 3 of them are located around the boundary of the flattened top region of the droplet. In

Section 3 of the SI, we use these facts to calculate the expected disclination-bound CP positions

on a spherical droplet, with the results further supporting our conclusions.

Note that while particle attraction to high-curvature regions of liquid interfaces is well-known52,

this effect is negligible in our case, since the buoyancy-induced distortions of these droplets only

occur at very low γ . The energy of particle attraction towards a region of high (mean or devia-

toric) curvature52 increases monotonically with γ . This increase takes place in spite of the con-

comitant weakening of droplet shape distortions. As no evidence for high-curvature attraction is

observed for our droplet sizes at T > Ts (γ ≈ 6 mN/m), the effect must be completely negligible

at T < Ts, where γ is much lower (down to ∼ 0.1 mN/m at Td). Thus, we conclude that the CPs’

self-positioning is driven by the elasticity of the interfacially-frozen crystal, as described above.
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Finally, additional measurements are needed to establish whether the crossover to the low-

mobility regime at Tc (Figure 4(c,f)) is purely temperature-driven, with a true phase transition

occurring at that temperature. Currently, we cannot exclude a different scenario for the trajectory

compaction, where the sudden interfacial freezing at Ts creates redundant grain boundaries in the

crystalline surface monolayer. As these heal with time, the CP motion is increasingly restricted to

the regions of the 12 topologically-dictated disclinations and perhaps a few energetically-favorable

dislocation ‘scars’.9

Particle Positions on the Icosahedra.

To further test our guess that the CPs are sitting at the disclinations, we cool below Td , where

the spherical liquid droplet shape-transforms into a liquid icosahedron. With this transition, the

in-plane stress of the disclinations is partly relieved by the increase of the local curvature. Re-

markably, a very modest fine-tuning of the position of the CP suffices to place it at the vertex of the

icosahedron formed. Thus,we conclude that the CP was located close to one of the disclinations

already above Td , where the droplet was still spherical. A previous theoretical study predicted

segregation of impurities to the topological defects of a spherical nematic surface, proposing that

this phenomenon may be employed to decorate a spherical colloidal particle with ligands.21 How-

ever, remarkably, in that theoretical study, as also in a related experimental work51, the shape of

the spherical surface was fixed and the buckling into an icosahedral shape was not allowed. More

recent theoretical22 and experimental23,24 studies of curved crystal interstitials are also subject to

the same restriction. These studies demonstrated the interstitials to fractionate into dislocations,

which were then attracted to the neighboring disclinations. The role of an unbalanced disclination

as an attractor of defects and impurities is common to our work and these previous studies. How-

ever, note that our CPs are more than 3 orders of magnitude larger than the lattice constant of the

underlying crystalline monolayer, and therefore can not be considered to be interstitials. Also, the

faceting transition, not considered in these previous studies, partly relaxes the lattice stress associ-

ated with the disclinations, thus reducing their tendency to attract impurities. Remarkably, in spite
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Figure 4: Measured CP trajectories (a)-(c) on spherical liquid droplets in different T -regimes. The
corresponding x(t) displacement data are shown in (d)-(f). (a) When the surface is liquid (T > Ts)
the CP diffuses thermally at the droplet’s bottom. Its thermal energy only suffices for climbing a
few nanometers against Earth’s gravity. (b) At Tc < T < Ts, the surface is a crystalline monolayer,
and the CP does not follow conventional diffusion but is rather dominated by the complex non-
equilibrium distribution of transient defects within the spherical interfacial crystalline monolayer.
The time is indicated by different colors, emphasizing the hopping motion observed for this trajec-
tory; note the three positions where the particle stays the longest. These positions are marked by
dashed lines in the corresponding x(t), shown in (e). (c) At Td < T < Tc < Ts (see Figure 1(a)), the
surface is crystalline and all transient defects healed. The CP is immobilized at one of the disclina-
tions, exhibiting only slight vibrations about its mean position. The droplet and (hydrophobic) CP
radii are ≈ 7.5 µm and ≈ 3.5 µm, respectively. The temperatures are provided in the SI (Table 2).
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of this fact, the CPs are clearly observed to self-position at the disclinations of the droplets studied

here, even when the droplets are faceted. The presence of particle-disclination attractions is further

supported by our elastic energy calculations [Figure 3(c-d)] indicating that the magnitude of this

effect exceeds by several orders of magnitude the CPs’ translational entropy contributions to the

free energy, which are of the order of ∼ 1 kBT, as compared to the order of 104 kBT extensional

elastic energies in Figure 3. Thus, the CP-disclination attractions, driven by the elasticity of the

interfacially-frozen crystalline monolayer, are sufficiently strong to immobilize the particles at the

vertices of the liquid icosahedra.

As the curvature at the vertex tips of the liquid icosahedra is very high, an additional contri-

bution due to the capillary attraction of CPs by the curvature52 cannot be excluded, in spite of the

very low γ ≤ 0.1 mN/m in this regime.20,26 To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing

theoretical models of capillary attraction is applicable to our situation, where the curvature of the

liquid interface at the defect core far exceeds the surface curvature of the solid CP itself. The theo-

retical treatment of such extreme curvatures, occurring in the rather-unusual ultralow γ regime, is

clearly called for.

Particle Expulsion from Platelet-like Droplets.

To test for the particle-vertex attractions at even lower γ ≤ 0, where no capillary attractions should

exist, we cool the system to T = TSE . Upon collapse of the icosahedral droplets at T = TSE ,

some of the 12 unbalanced disclinations merge. The vertices of the collapsed platelet-like droplets

are sharper, with their smaller radii of curvature stabilizing their higher topological charges.26

Such lattice sites with coordination numbers smaller than 5 are rarely encountered in soft matter.

Occasionally, the shape transitions are too fast for the CPs to follow the vertices’ repositioning in

real time; yet, given time, the CPs eventually self-position onto the newly-formed vertices, clearly

demonstrating that the CP-disclination attraction is significant, in spite of the ultralow or even

transiently negative γ values in this regime26 (see Supplementary Movies 6 and 7).

The ultralow or transiently-negative γ at T < TSE dramatically decrease the interface affinity
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of the CPs. This is demonstrated by the CPs’ detachment from the interface especially where a

mechanical perturbation of the surface is caused by a spontaneous droplet splitting event. On de-

tachment, the CPs, even the hydrophobic ones, are expelled from the oil droplets into the aqueous

phase (Supplementary Movies 5-9). However, in spite of their mass density significantly exceed-

ing the water’s, they do not sediment to the bottom of the capillary. Rather, their sedimentation is

blocked by the dense network of hydrophobic nano-scale tails formed by the neighboring emulsion

droplets (Supplementary Movie 6). The exact nature of the attachment of these CPs to the network

is yet unclear, due to the optical resolution limit of the microscope. Future research, employing

either super-resolution optical microscopy or electron microscopy, should allow resolving whether

the CPs are fully enclosed within a single nano-tail, the cross-section of which is dramatically in-

flated at the particle location. Alternatively, the hydrophobic particle may be physically entangled

inside the complex network of nano-tails, with its surface possibly hydrophilized by the C18TAB

surfactant adsorption.53,54

Generality of the observed phenomena

To demonstrate that the observed phenomena are general for the faceted liquid droplets and do

not depend on the particular chemistry of the system, we replace the cationic C18TAB surfactant

by the anionic surfactant SHS. The alkyl tail length and the head group cross section of the SHS

are slightly smaller than those of the C18TAB. Yet, the emulsion droplets of C16, suspended in

an aqueous SHS solution (3 mM), undergo the sphere-to-icosahedron transition at an even higher

Td ≈ 29◦C. As for the C18TAB-stabilized emulsions, CPs adsorbed to the droplets’ interfaces,

spontaneously self-position to the vertices of the icosahedral droplets (Figure 5(a)). On further

cooling, the SHS-stabilized droplets undergo an icosahedron-to-platelet transition, with the parti-

cles first residing at the droplets’ vertices (Figure 5(b)) and then being expelled from the droplets

(Supplementary Movie 9). The fact that the behavior is identical for both the cationic (C18TAB)

and the anionic (SHS) surfactant, strongly supports the elasticity-based mechanism of the particle
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Figure 5: PMMA CPs, self-positioned at the vertices of faceted, SHS-stabilized (a-b) and Brij R©-
93-stabilized (c-d) C16 droplets, demonstrate that the self-positioning phenomenon is independent
of the surfactant being either cationic (C18TAB), anionic (SHS), or non-ionic (Brij R©-93). More-
over, this phenomenon is not restricted to the C16 oil, as demonstrated by particle self-positioning
on SHS-stabilized droplets of the C14 alkane (e-f). The CPs are marked by the yellow arrows. The
droplet shapes are icosahedral in (a), (c) and (e), where TSE < T < Td; the droplets are platelet-like
in (b), (d) and (f), where T . TSE . In the icosahedral droplets, the CP is located at one of the 3
bottom vertices, as in Figure 2(a). The temperatures are: 26, 25, 11.3, 11.0, 24.5 and 19.7◦C in
(a),(b),(c), (d), (e) and (f), respectively. The scale bar lengths are 5 µm in (a-b, e-f) and 2 µm in
(c-d).
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self-positioning, described above.

Moreover, we completely rule out the possibility that the self-faceting of the droplets and/or the

self-positioning of the CPs are driven by the electrostatic repulsions between the ionized surfactant

head groups.38,55,56 For that, we employ the same hexadecane-in-water emulsion, but this time sta-

bilized by a non-ionic Brij R©-93 surfactant (1.5% w/w). Remarkably, we still observe the particles’

self-positioning at the vertices of the liquid droplets, exactly as in presence of the ionic surfac-

tants (see Figure 5(c) and (d), for an icosahedral and a platelet-like Brij R©-93-stabilized droplet,

respectively). These observations emphasize that the particles’ self-positioning is driven by the

topology-dictated elastic effects, due to the 2D crystalline interfacial monolayer. The particular

chemistry of the surfactant does not matter, as long as the interfacial-freezing effect occurs in this

system.

To further check the generality of the self-positioning effects discussed here, we also exam-

ined CPs positioning in a SHS-stabilized tetradecane-in-water emulsion. As demonstrated in Fig-

ure 5(e-f), the same positioning effects are observed. While it is not possible to test all numerous

emulsion droplet systems exhibiting faceting27,40, our present observations clearly suggest that the

self-positioning phenomena are a general feature of all interfacially-frozen emulsions.

As the present studies are limited by the resolution of the optical microscopy, CPs’ self-

positioning on droplets smaller than Rd ≈ 1.5 µm cannot be clearly resolved. Yet, our recent

cryo electron microscopy studies indicate that the faceting phenomenon is exhibited by even much

smaller droplets, less than a zeptoliter in volume.34 The physical mechanism driving the faceting

of these nanodroplets is the same as in our present studies: the elasticity of the interfacially-frozen

crystalline monolayer. The bending modulus of the nanodroplets’ interfacial crystals is much

lower, possibly due to the extreme curvature of the interface in these droplets. However, the CPs’

self-positioning is mainly driven by the extensional Y modulus, which does not seem to vary signif-

icantly34 with Rd . Future studies, employing electron microscopy, may possibly reveal the bottom

limit on Rd , below which no (nano)particles self-positioning takes place.
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Conclusion

The observed self-positioning of colloidal particles onto specific locations of a spherical crystalline

monolayer, and their anomalous dynamics, demonstrate the unusual physics of the curved crystals,

where defects are dictated by topological constraints, present even in the crystal’s ground state.

Furthermore, the ability to account for all experimental observations in the different temperature

regimes by the presence and properties of a surface-frozen crystalline monolayer in coexistence

with the droplet’s liquid bulk, further supports our interpretation that the observed faceting and

self-emulsification transitions in these droplets are controlled by the elasticity of the crystalline

monolayer.20

The behaviour found and accounted for theoretically here will also prevail in other systems

exhibiting interfacial crystallization of the outermost monolayer, such as other alkane/surfactant

combinations.18,20 Moreover, the universal nature of the interplay between curvature and 2D crys-

tallinity suggests that the behavior uncovered here should be relevant well beyond the class of

systems studied here. Partial, or full, surface ordering occur, e.g., also in liquid crystals, ionic

liquids, liquid metals and alloys, and alkyl-side-chain polymer droplets. Also, lipid membranes

exhibit some degree of hexagonal order and were suggested to include separate crystalline do-

mains.57 Topological defects, created by the interplay between the curvature of the lipid mem-

branes and their interface-parallel structure, may play an important role in precise positioning of

membrane proteins58 and in the control of essential biological processes.59 The mechanisms found

here for precise droplet surface decoration by solid particles may be used in the future to organize

membrane protein molecules on flexible surfaces, allowing the impact of interfacial structure and

curvature on their properties to be studied in much simpler physical settings and providing a new

strategy towards the assembly of fully-functional artificial "living" cells. Finally, this study empha-

sizes the need for a full quantitative theoretical treatment of faceting in liquid emulsion droplets as

well as of the CP behaviour at their surfaces, presented in this study.
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Supporting Information

Supplementary text, Figures S1-S3 and Tables 1-2, providing the technical details of sample prepa-

ration, experimental methods, computer simulation techniques, control measurements and parti-

cle characterization, particle dynamics data, and particle positioning geometry; Supplementary

Movies 1-9 and their captions, demonstrating the on-droplet dynamics of CPs, for both the hy-

drophobic and the hydrophilic particles, with different surfactants, and for both individual and

multiple CPs residing on a droplet.
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